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7.7 Factors that predict success or failure in quit attempts

_Last updated May 2019_
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7.7.1 Individual differences that predict success or failure in quit attempts
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7.7.1.1 Duration of smoking

7.7.1.2 Level of dependence (heaviness, time to first cigarette)
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7.7.1.3 Severity of withdrawal symptoms


7.7.1.4 Genetics influences


Liakoni, E, Edwards, KC, St Helen, G, Nardone, N, Dempsey, DA, Tyndale, RF, Benowitz, NL. Effects of Nicotine Metabolic Rate on withdrawal symptoms and response to cigarette smoking following
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Li, S, Wang, Q, Pan, L, Yang, X, Li, H, Jiang, F, Zhang, N, Han, M, Jia, C. The association of environmental, individual factors, and dopamine pathway gene variation with smoking cessation.
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7.7.1.5 History of previous failed quit attempts

7.7.1.6 Low confidence, poor self-efficacy
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7.7.1.7 Impulsivity, sensation seeking, and time perspective
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7.7.1.8 Concern about weight gain
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7.7.1.9 Disturbances of mood


Rogers, AH, Bakhshaie, J, Garey, L, Piasecki, TM, Gallagher, MW, Schmidt, NB, & Zvolensky, MJ. Individual differences in emotion dysregulation and trajectory of withdrawal symptoms during a quit
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7.7.1.10 Other individual factors
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7.7.2 Environmental factors that predict success or failure in quit attempts
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Bully P, Sanchez A, Zabaleta-Del-Olmo E, Pombo H, and Grandes G. Evidence from interventions based on theoretical models for lifestyle modification (physical activity, diet, alcohol and tobacco
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7.7.2.1 Social factors
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7.7.2.2 Cue reactivity
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News reports:


7.7.1.2 Level of dependence (heaviness, time to first cigarette)


7.7.1.4 Genetic influences


7.7.1.8 Concern about weight gain


7.7.1.9 Disturbances of mood


7.7.2 Environmental factors that predict success or failure in quit attempts


7.7.2.1 Social factors